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Photonic properties of an inverted face centered cubic opal under stretch
and shear
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We present the results of numerical calculations of the dispersion relations for an inverted fcc opal
structure subjected to a stretch and shear. We find that shearing of the crystal only lowers the gap
width and slightly changes the midgap frequency. Interestingly, that in a large range of stretch
amplitudes~up to 10%! the gap width is preserved and even slightly enhanced. The midgap
frequency depends almost linearly on the stretch amplitude allowing for tuning an inverted fcc opal
structure to a desired operational frequency. This last property may be important for the
manufacturing process. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1558898#
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To date, the route towards fabricating materials exhib
ing a complete photonic band gap~PBG! through a self-
assembly process has been aggregation of spherical coll
particles.1 In such experiments it is the fcc lattice which
most easily obtained. Many theoretical calculations2,3 and
experiments1 confirmed that an inverted closed packed f
crystal displays a complete PBG. It has been suggested4 that
the band gap width can be enhanced by introducing n
spherical particles and breaking some of the symmetries
sessed by the fcc lattice composed of spherical atoms. S
experimental efforts to explore this possibility have alrea
been made. Thus, in Ref. 5 silica spheres have been
jected to the plastic deformations by exposing them to
high-energy irradiation. Another and probably the eas
way to break the original symmetries is through the mecha
cal deformations of the original PBG material.6–8 Unfortu-
nately titania, which is often used in photonic crystals d
signed for the visible region of the spectrum, is perhaps
fragile to allow significant macroscopic deformation. R
cently, however, a process of emulsion templating has b
used for the preparation of the inverted structure. It involv
easily deformable oil droplets stabilized by surfactants in
immisible liquid—titania sol.9 First the droplets are ordered
next the gel is formed, oil droplets are removed, gel is ag
dried in air, and calcinated to transform the matrix into t
rutile phase. During the process template remains flexible
the last stage. Thus, inverted fcc opal can be prepared in
deformed state. Moreover flexibility avoids large stresses
therefore the breakage of the material during the prepara
Another way to implement macroscopically deformable
verted fcc opal is to use a matrix with rubber properties.10

Despite the fact that recent years brought a surge of
terest of experimentalists in the deformations of photo
crystals11 there is a clear lack of theoretical papers conce
ing the subject. Our paper is intended to fill this gap.
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In this letter we address the following two issues.

~i! How sensitive are the photonic gaps widths to stret
ing or shearing of an inverted fcc lattice?

~ii ! Is it possible to tune the operational frequency p
serving the original gap width?

Photonic crystal is a periodic arrangement of regio
with different dielectric constantse. The laws governing the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in such a medium
given by the Maxwell’s equations~ME!. Ignoring the non-
linear effects, possible solutions of ME can be expressed
superposition of the time-harmonic modes. The frequenc
of these modes are eigenvalues of a linear Hermit
operator12 forming discrete sequence of bands~‘‘dispersion
relations’’! vn(k) as a functions of the ‘‘wave vector’’k. The
solutions of the eigen-problem are fully scalable,12 i.e., for
the isotropic stretchingr→r 85ar of the original material
with known spectravn(k) frequencies are given byvn8(k)
5vn(k)/a. However, the interesting and experimentally a
cessible deformations include anisotropic stretching a
shearing of the material. Unfortunately these do not have
elegant property of simple scaling. In order to check how
photonic properties respond to a deformation of an inver
opal fcc lattice we had to perform numerical calculations

The inverted opal closed packed fcc lattice consists
air spheres (r /a5&/4 wherea is the lattice constant of the
cubic supercell! of a dielectric constant~DC! eair51 im-
mersed in a dielectric matrix (em). We have set the matrix
DC to em513. Such materials~e.g., GaAs matrix! have al-
ready been synthesized.1 In such experiments one usual
obtains a slab of the material with the~111! crystalline plane
parallel to the substrate. In order to simulate the experim
tal conditions we have chosen an orthogonal basis with thz
axis pointing in the@111# direction of the lattice. Thex andy
axes have been set to lie in the substrate plane (@1 1 22# and
@1 21 0# crystalline directions, respectively!.

We have focused our attention on shearing in subst
plane (x→x1z sin(u), y→y1z sin(f), z→z) and stretching

rd
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the material along thez direction (z→a3z). In the latter case
we have taken into account three different scenarios in thexy
plane (x→a1x, y→a2y): ~i! preservation of volume by a
homogeneus spreading (a15a25A1/a3), ~ii ! spreading
only in the x direction (a151/a3 and a251), and ~iii !
(a15a251) which results in compression or expansion
the material. The laboratory and crystalline coordinate s
tems together with the shear and stretch directions
sketched in Fig. 1.

Fully-vectorial eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations wi
periodic boundary conditions were computed by precon
tioned conjugate-gradient minimization of the block Ra
leigh quotient in a planewave basis, using a freely availa
software package MPB.13,14 The MPB uses smoothed effec

FIG. 1. The orientation of the laboratory orthogonal basis with respect to
crystal planes. The 111 plane is parallel to the substrate. The stretch a
tudesa1 , a2 , anda3 are applied to thex (1, 1,22), y (1, 21, 0), andz
~1, 1, 1! directions, respectively. The shear amplitudes have been meas
in the angles by which the original 111 direction has been shifted:u is the
angle between the original and sheared diagonal andf is the angle between
it’s projection and the originalx axis. Thea1 , a2 , anda3 directions form
the basis of an undistorted cubic superlattice.
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tive dielectric tensor,15 which brings convergence propo
tional to the square of spatial resolution even for shar
discontinuous dielectric structures. The accuracy in frequ
cies for the lower laying bands (nband,11) has been checke
to be better than 1%.

We have used deformed~by transformation induced by
stretch or shear! standard fcc Brillouin zone~BZ!. The small
deformations have not changed the nearest neighbors on
fcc lattice even though the air domains are no longer sph
cal. For an undeformed fcc lattice the irreducible part is
1/32 of the first BZ. When a stretch is applied and the thr
fold rotational symmetries are lifted the irreducible part
bigger. Thanks to the preservation of the mirror plane sy
metries it is enough to compute the band frequencies wi
1/8 of the first BZ. When a combination of shears is appl
the preservation of the inversion symmetry guarantees th
half of the BZ is representative for all incident directions
the wave vectork. The ~undeformed! BZ and the high sym-
metry points are sketched in Fig. 2 together with the p
along which we have sampled reciprocal space of
sheared crystal. Upon deformation the reciprocal basis
transformed and the positions of the high symmetry poi
shifted. The shape of the BZ, however, is best visualiz
when it is undeformed~Fig. 2!.

In the case of stretching we have studied three aspec
the photonic properties of a deformed fcc lattice:~i! the com-
plete band gap width,~ii ! the gap in the direction parallel to
the substrate and, finally,~iii ! the 111 direction gap (L111

point!. The complete gap width have been established
comparing the frequencies in all of the high symmetry poi
on the first BZ as well as along the path shown in F
2~right!. The gap width for light propagating in the substra
plane has been extracted by comparison of the frequenci
the Ki j and Pi jk points which correspond to the neare
neighbor and second nearest neighbor directions, res
tively. The relevantK and P points are shown in the righ
panel of Fig. 2. Results of computations are gathered in F
3. On the right mid gap frequenciesv0 are shown as func-
tions of a stretch strengtha3 . Gaps width 100Dv/v0 depen-
dencies ona3 are plotted on the left. Different line style
correspond to the different stretching scenarios discus
earlier. Interestingly, full PBG width~top part of the Fig. 3!
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FIG. 2. Left: one half of the unde-
formed first BZ with some of the high
symmetry points marked. The pat
through the relevant points taken int
account in the computations o
sheared samples are given by sol
line. Right: projection of one eighth of
the undeformed first BZ on the 111
plane. TheP312 point corresponds to
the light propagating in thex (1 1
22), K12 to the y (1 21 0) andL111

to thez ~1 1 1! direction.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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remains practically unchanged over significant range
stretch amplitudes. In the case of the stretch without volu
preservation, midgap frequency changes quite notably. Th
two features together open a way to tune gap properties
mechanical deformation of the crystal sample. Propertie
the ‘‘partial’’ band gaps are given in two bottom parts of Fi
3. The gap in the substrate plane approaches'13% at slight
elongation of the 111 direction (a3'1.05). The normal di-
rection gap is even wider ('15% at 1<a3<1.2). In both
cases the midgap frequencies can be tuned over a quite
range ('10%)—see Fig. 3.

Results concerning full PBG properties changes un
the shear applied in~111! plane are presented in Fig. 4. He
there are two parameters~anglesu andf described earlier!
that control the shear amplitude. In Fig. 4 iso-lines~i.e., lines
in uf plane, corresponding to the constant values ofv0 and
100Dv/v0 , respectively! are plotted. We have found tha
midgap frequency is well preserved under quite substan
shear amplitude. The gap width, however, decreases with
shear magnitude. The rate of the gap width decrease refl
the three fold symmetry in the 111 plane~see Fig. 4!.

At the end let us summarize briefly the results that m
be important for technological applications.

~i! Full PBG, displayed by inverted fcc opal of sphere
survives under small stretching~up to '10%) and
shearing, i.e., they are not very sensitive to small
formations.

~ii ! Midgap frequencies of the partial PBGs can be infl
enced via stretching the crystal along~111! direction.

~iii ! Midgap frequency of the full PBG can be tuned
well if the volume of the unit cell is not preserve
under the stretch.

FIG. 3. The results of the numerical calculations for the stretched fcc lat
On the left the gap width between bands 8 and 9 is shown. On the righ
midgap frequencies are given. The information corresponding to the c
plete, parallel to the substrate and 111 (L point! gaps are given in the top
middle and bottom panels, respectively. The dashed and dotted lines c
spond to preserved volume cases (a15a25A1/a3 and a151/a3 , a251,
respectively.! The solid line corresponds to the unpreserved volume c
(a15a251).
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FIG. 4. The results of the numerical calculations for the sheared fcc la
of spheres. On the top iso-lines of the midgap frequencyv0 in theuf plane
are shown. In the bottom panel iso-lines of the gap width 100Dv/v0 are
given. The dots are the points for which we performed numerical comp
tions and dashed line is to guide the eye only.
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